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November 9, 2008, DUBAI - Suzanna Pejoska, renowned artist from Aveyron, France, is holding her first exhibition in
UAE and Gulf region, showcasing a collection of about 37 paintings based on contemporary art. Born in Macedonia,
she migrated to France at the tender age of three and that was when her creative spirit started taking form. Obsessed
with drawing from an early age, she began her tryst with art by copying artworks of some famous artists. Her first
painting was linked to the design of a traditional costume.
Suzanna’s work is profoundly influenced by her vibrant memories of
the traditional dresses still commonly worn by the Macedonian village
women and, more particularly, the colourful linear patterns which
could be seen on aprons woven by grandmothers, mothers and
sisters. The stripped and colourful patterns of these hand-woven
aprons, the topography of the rural landscape, the iconic gold and the
rich colours found in religious murals, all travel through her complex
canvasses with an air of sophistication and intensity that belies her
humble origins. Her collection of abstract paintings is dominated by
the theme of monochrome Rothko, like dense colour fields divided mostly by vertically oriented ribbons of paint
integrated with 24k gold leaf. When asked about her particular liking for gold as a medium of art, she replies, “Gold is
sensual and luminous. It seems to create magic in my paintings.”
Worked intuitively and energetically by brush, palette knife and the odd finger,
Suzanna’s images reflect a warm, mystical glow that invoke an atmosphere of
incense and candlelight, reflection and contemplation. With an innate love for
contrasts, her works usually alternate between light and dark backgrounds.
Suzanna’s works are a blend of strong, tactile, positive paintings that cannot fail
to uplift the spirit and enlighten the mind, reaching a spiritual core where words
seem to be forever inadequate. Her works are a link between tradition and
modernity, her childhood and adulthood and an embodiment of her feelings, in
general. The most outstanding feature of Suzanna’s paintings is that each and
every person can correlate to their own culture and themselves through her
paintings.
Strongly, guided by her conscience, Suzanna works on both abstract and
figurative patterns. With a strong and successful journey with art, she has now
ventured into the world of diptych art (a combination of two paintings) with a
three-dimensional effect.
Having received an overwhelming response from her first exhibition at
Normandy in France, she was inspired and motivated into holding her first solo exhibition at Nimes in France. Since
then, she has held displays at around 18 different places across France, Italy, Spain, Germany, England and finally
Dubai.
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When asked about her stint with Dubai, she replies optimistically, “Dubai is a great place of art and I am sure that my
art will match the culture of this vibrant city.”
Alison Collins of the Majlis Gallery commented, “Suzanna’s works give out a distinctive light, wrapping the onlooker in
a warm and welcoming glow in the way some scents are able to rekindle the memory of past times. Her colourful
patterns twist and turn, finally inscribing themselves on the gold leaf at the end of the journey like the pages of a
private diary.”
Suzanna plans to hold another exhibition in Abu Dhabi next year followed by displays in London and Moscow.

Suzanna's works are on display at Majlis Gallery, Bur Dub ai up to Novemb er 12, 2008.
Photo caption:
Main: Gold leaves, oil on cardboard
Inline1: Suzanna Pejoska
Inline2: Gold leaves, oil on canvas
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